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Abstract-The accomplishments to date on the development of automatic vehicle control (AVC) technology in the Program on Advanced
Technology for the Highway (PATH) at the University of California,
Berkeley, are summarized. The basic prqfiiples and assumptions underlying the PATH work are identified, ‘followed by explanations of the
work on automating vehicle lateral (steering) and longitudinal (spacing
and speed) control. For both lateral and longitudinal control, the
modeling of plant dynamics is described first, followed by development
of the additional subsystems needed (communications,reference/sensor
systems) and the derivation of the control laws. Plans for testing on
vehicles in both near and long term are then discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE California Program on Advanced Technology for the
Highway (PATH) has emphasized work on automatic vehicle control (AVC) technology to a greater extent than any of the
other current IVHS programs. This emphasis has been decided
upon for two different reasons. The primary reason for this
emphasis is that AVC offers the most dramatic potential of any
of the IVHS technologies for solving both traffic congestion and
safety problems. Indeed, only AVC appears to be able to offer a
roadway capacity increase that will compensate for more than
one or two years of normal travel demand growth in California.
The secondary reason for the emphasis on AVC is that it is most
appropriate for a university research program to be emphasizing
more advanced technologies than those currently being developed as products by private industry, rather than finding itself in
potential competition with industry.
The PATH program is a collaboration between the Institute of
Transportation Studies at the University of California at Berkeley and the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans),
with funding provided by Caltrans and the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Private industry has been collaborating with
PATH via cost-shared contracts and donations of equipment and
services. In this govemment/academic/industrial partnership,
the university is doing system engineering, exploratory research
on new basic technologies, and evaluations of existing technologies. The private industry participants continue to do development of products, which is what they do best. The main thrust of
the PATH program as such is not product development, however, but showing the technical feasibility of IVHS concepts so
that decision makers will have a solid foundation of engineering
data upon which to base future policy and funding deciiions. AS
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the research and development work progresses, this is likely to
lead to public demonstrations of the most promising technologies.
Several basic assumptions underly the PATH vehicle control
development work. It is important to review these assumptions
up front, to set the context for the rest of the paper.
1) We are aiming for complete automation of the driving
function on suitably equipped road facilities (most likely
freeways, and initially on high-occupancy vehicle lanes),
but not on all local roads and streets. This means that we
are assuming the need for both lateral and longitudinal
control of vehicles on these facilities. Partial automation
(of either lateral or longitudinal, but not both) is not
regarded as a desirable alternative because of potential
human factors problems [l]. At this early stage in the
PATH program, we have not attempted to integrate the
lateral and longitudinal control functions, but have been
seeking suitable approaches for each separately.
2) We are assuming that the most appropriate (cost-effective,
technologically achievable) solutions will involve cooperation between the vehicle and the roadway, although we
have not yet completed the system engineering studies
needed to validate this assumption. As a consequence of
this assumption, we are assuming that the roadways will be
equipped with suitable reference “markers” and communication infrastructure, and that vehicles may also be
equipped with cooperative devices (such as radar reflectors). We have therefore not adopted the concept of a fully
autonomous vehicle that could travel under automatic control on any road or street.
3) Since the primary goal of the PATH program is developing the technology to increase roadway capacity in order to
alleviate congestion, we are not requiring adherence to the
strict “brick wall” safety criterion for spacing between
vehicles [l]. If we were to require “brick wall” stopping
safety, capacity would actually be decreased relative to
present-day freeway capacity because drivers are violating
the brick wall criterion every day. The PATH approach,
therefore, is not to design a system to have no rear-end
collisions, but to design one in which the collisions that do
inevitably occur have only minor effects.

safety will be the dominant factor in the design of any
automatic vehicle control system. Clearly, major attention will
have to be devoted to maximizing the reliability of d l elements
of the system to minimize the probability of a failure Occurring.
must be devoted to minimizing
‘Omparable
the seriousness of those accidents that do occur. This has
particular relevance for the selection of the nominal longitudinal
spacing between vehicles on an automated roadway. If the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL
APPROACHES
Vehicle-Follower Control

Point-Follower Control

Advantages
Extremely flexible in accommodatingtrains or platoons or
vehicles of diverse length

Simple vehicle control implementation--each vehicle follows a
well-defined target

Spacingsbetween vehicles can be adjusted as speeds
change

Only one communicationpath needed (to roadway)

Speeds can be adjusted easily to adapt to demand shifts

Merging, routing, and scheduling simplified by fixed, discrete
spacing increments

Communicationburden of roadway is minimized

Decouples vehicle control from system management

or incidents

Some operations can continue even when wayside
equipment fails (some fault tolerance)
Consistent with very decentralized routing and scheduling
Normal and emergency control modes are very similar

Disadvantages
Control system on vehicle is complicated
-sensing spacing and speed (and maybe
acceleration) relative to predecessor
-communicating information about other vehicles in
platoon
-must design to minimize interations among vehicles
(asymptotic stability)
-separate mode of operation for leading vehicle in
platoon
Vehicles need multiple communicationpaths-to and
from other vehicles (for control) and the roadway
(for routing and scheduling)

Slot length must be long enough for worst-case condition,
limiting capacity
Not easily adaptable to sudden demand shifts
Failure of a vehicle or a wayside system produces shutdown
Separate communicationsand control means needed to handle
anomalies and failures
Not suitable for trains or platoons of variable length

Flow instabilities are possible if something goes wrong

vehicles are always operated very far apart, it should be possible
for any vehicle to stop before it hits a failed vehicle ahead of it.
If the vehicles are operated very close together (of the order of
one meter apart), the failure of one vehicle will almost certainly
be followed by an impact with the one following right behind it.
However, a simple kinematic analysis [2] demonstrate8 that the
impact will occur at a modest velocity (and hence produce
negligible damage or injury) under virtually all conceivable
conditions. This observation leads to our emphasis on the operation of vehicles in platoons, with spacings of the order of one
meter between vehicles within the platoons (which may number
10 to 20 vehicles), and spacings of the order of a hundred meters
between platoons. This should be much safer than attempting to
operate a system at the same lane capacity by distributing
vehicles at uniform spacings of the order of 10 m. The platoon
operations offer the potential for doubling or tripling the capacity
of a freeway lane compared to current operations, based on our
current analysis and design results.
Because of the separate approaches we have taken to lateral
and longitudinal control, the remainder of the paper is subdivided into separate lateral and longitudinal control sections. In
each section, we discuss the models we have chosen to use to
represent the vehicle dynamics, followed by the development of
the control laws, and then discussion of testing plans.

II. LONGITUDINAL
CONTROL
The PATH work on longitudinal control has emphasized the
concept of vehiclefollower control over that of point-follower
control. This is based on the assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages of these concepts as tabulated in Table I
(adopted from [3]). The vehicle-follower concept is virtually

essential in order to operate vehicles in very close-formation
platoons.

A. Vehicle Modeling
To evaluate potential longitudinal control algorithms, it is
essential to develop a realistic mathematical representation for
the powertrain including internal combustion engine dynamics
and tire/road frictional interface. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of
typical automotive powertrain components. The developed model
can then be used for both algorithm design and evaluation.
Fig. 2 shows an internal combustion engine schematic. In an
automated highway application the obvious control inputs for
vehicle speed control are the throttle and the brakes. The
dynamics between throttle changes and tire traction changes are
rather complicated and extremely nonlinear [4]; clearly the time
lag between throttle movement and torque production is extremely important. It is shown in [4] that this lag varies primarily with the engine rpm. Spark timing can also be varied to effect
a decrease in engine torque and has a much smaller time lag than
throttle movements. In general the fuel flow will be managed to
keep the air/fuel ratio during combustion as close to stoichiometric (14.7) as possible to ensure minimum air pollution.
The traction or braking forces and the wheel/road interface
are nonlinear functions of the longitudinal and lateral “slip”
velocities, i.e., the velocity difference between a point on the
wheel and a point on the road. The total available friction force
is distributed between the lateral and longitudinal directions.
Many empirical relationships exist [5] that exhibit a “friction
ellipse” type of behavior.
As part of the PATH program, a nonlinear vehicle powertrain
program called “LONSIM” has been developed that incorpo-
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vehicle controllers? The speed and acceleration of each vehicle
can be measured by sensors inside the vehicle. The distance to
lhrdnie
fuel-injector
the preceding vehicle needs to be measured. This can be done
either by a microwave radar or by an optical radar or triangulation device. Ultrasonic sensors and image processing systems
are also considered by some researchers. In the most promising
approach, each vehicle directly measures the distance to the back
of its predecessor. It appears more difficult to use road-based
distance measurements, made with video cameras or other sensors, that would then be transmitted to the vehicles.
Fig. 2. Engine schematic.
The speed and acceleration of the preceding vehicle can, in
principle, be derived from the previous two sets of measurerates these nonlinear features of the intemal combustion engine ments; that is, from the vehicle's own speed and acceleration
as well as the tire/road frictional characteristics. A schematic and from the distance to the precediig vehicle. However, noise
representation of the program's structure is shown in Fig. 3. The considerations argue against this approach. The distance sensor
inputs to the program are the throttle and braking commands and is likely to be noisy; taking derivatives of noisy measurements to
the outputs are the vehicle's acceleration, velocity and position. estimate the relative acceleration between the two vehicles is
This model is described in full in [6].
unlikely to yield satisfactory results. Another approach, which is
the main subject of this section, is to use telecommunications
B. Intervehicular Communications for Control
to transmit the speed and acceleration of a vehicle to the vehicle
I ) Spacing Control and Information: The analysis and that follows it. Telecommunications can also be used to transmit
simulation of strategies for controlling the spacings between the speed and acceleration of the first vehicle in the platoon,
vehicles in a platoon show that significant improvements are which are needed in order to produce asymptotically stable
obtained when the control system in each vehicle has access to response of the platoon.
2) Characteristics of Communication System: How should
better measurements. Specifically, close safe spacing is facilitated when the control system in each vehicle has timely access the information be transmitted between cars in a platoon? There
to the following information:
are three potentially usable technologies: ultrasonic, optical (Infrared), and radio. The choice of the technology is based on
1) speed and acceleration of vehicle;
communication characteristics such as transmission delay,
2) distance to the preceding vehicle;
cross-talk, effect of motion, and effects of environmental condi3) acceleration and speed of the preceding vehicle;
tions, on the reliability, and on the cost anticipated for high
4) acceleration and speed of the first vehicle in the platoon.
volume production.
The minimum amount of information to be transmitted to a
By timely access, it is meant that the measurements should be
made available within a few hundredths of a second. This delay vehicle comprises four numbers: speed and acceleration of the
is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than the main time first vehicle in the platoon and of the preceding vehicle. The
constant of the vehicle dynamics. The time constant is obtained number of bits required to specify each of these four numbers
by fitting a first-order model to measured speed and acceleration depends on the desired accuracy. Eight bits are needed for an
accuracy of 1%.Let us say that 10 b are used for each number.
of a vehicle.
How can the preceding information be made available to the This gives a total of 40 b. Some other information will be
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exchanged to indicate that a vehicle is planning to leave the
platoon or that it is facing some emergency condition. Moreover, some error detection code will be added to the information. Let us assume that about 100 b have to be transmitted with
a total delay less than about 0.01 s. The delay depends on the
transmission rate, on the transmission errors, and on the communication protocol.
If the vehicles are connected by point-to-point error-free links,
then the needed transmission rate is equal to 100 b divided by
0.01 s, i.e., 10000 b/s. This ideal situation is not implementable. If we assume point-to-point links which transmit each
packet correctly with probability 0.80, then a correct packet has
a probability 0.99 of being correctly received after about three
transmissions. With these assumptions, the required transmission rate is therefore about equal to 30000 b/s.
If the transmission proceeds from the first vehicle in the
platoon to the other vehicles in a store-and-forward manner, by
having each vehicle store the information that it receives from
the vehicle preceding it and then retransmit it to the vehicle
following it, then 14 transmissions are required before 100 b
reach the last vehicle in a platoon of 15 vehicles. Assuming
again a probability 0.80 of correct transmission and setting a
goal of receiving the correct information within 0.01 s with
probability at least 0.99, one can verify that the required transmission rate is about 230000 b/s. To see this, notice that the
propagation of the information requires 14 successive correct
transmissions of 100 b. This takes 14 k attempts with probability

+

p k := 0.8 x (13;

k)0.2*0.813,

+

which is the probability that 13 out of 13 k attempts are
correct and that the (14 k)th attempt is also correct. We want
to find the value of K so that p o p , * + p K = 0.99.
Calculations give K = 9, which says that after a total of 14 9
= 23 transmission, the likelihood that the 100 b have been
received correctly is about 0.99. Since it now takes 23 transmissions, the required rate is 23 times 100 b divided by 0.01 s, i.e.,
230000 b/s.
The above calculations neglect the processing time needed by
a vehicle before it can retransmit the information. A custom
design of the communication system can make that processing
time negligible.
The next subsection discusses the physical implementation of
the transmission.
3) Implementation of the Transmission: The calculations of
the previous subsection indicate that an ultrasonic communication link is likely to be too slow for our application, since such a
link typically operates at a rate less than 20000 b/s. As a
consequence, two alternatives remain: radio waves or optical
beams.
Conventional radio transmissions, at usual radio frequencies,
are not very directional. One implication is that some procedure
is required to identify the source of a received signal. Another
implication is that different transmitters may end up competing
for a common channel. The latter problem is referred to as the
multiple access problem. A number of protocols have been
designed for solving that problem. These multiple access protocols are suitable when each transmitter only needs the channel
infrequently and at irregular times. In our application, the
vehicle transmitters must transmit periodically, at regular times,
and frequently.

+

+ + -

+
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The most efficient way of sharing a common channel under
these conditions would be to implement a “round-robin” allocation in which the transmitters take turns cyclically. For instance,
in a platoon of 15 vehicles, the transmitters can take turns and
the transmitter in the third vehicle gets to transmit every fourteenth transmission period. If three transmissions are required to
be almost sure of a correct reception, we find that it takes 42
transmission periods before the third vehicle transmits its 50 bits
of information to the fourth vehicle. This means that a transmission rate of 210000 b/s is needed, assuming that the round-robin
scheme can be implemented perfectly. In practice, the required
protocol is rather complicated because the number of vehicles in
a platoon changes frequently and because the synchronization of
the transmissions requires a robust protocol. Another source of
difficulty is the potential interference from neighboring vehicles
that are not part of the same platoon. We believe that these
difficulties can probably be resolved by using a code-hopping
strategy which would use some information about the location of
the vehicles to select the code to be used.
Faced with the complexity of radio transmission for the
real-time control of vehicles in a platoon, we decided to consider
an alternative approach based on infrared transmissions. An
infrared communication link uses an optical transmitter, an
optical receiver, and the associated electronics. The transmitter
is a semiconductor laser diode (LD) or a light-emitting diode
(LED). The transmitter converts an electrical signal into an
infrared beam with a varying intensity. The receiver is either a
p-i-n diode or an avalanche photo-diode (APD). The receiver
produces an electrical signal which reflects the variations of the
intensity of the infrared beam that it receives.
One advantage of an infrared communication link over radio
is its directivity. By placing an optical transmitter in the back
and a receiver in the front of each vehicle, each receiver knows
that it is listening to the vehicle in front of it. This essentially
eliminates the interference and the multiple access problems.
To determine the feasibility of such an optical communication
link, one must identify suitable components and determine the
characteristicsof the transmission under typical operating conditions. We decided to construct a prototype to address those
issues. Ultimately, the prototype will be tested on board vehicles. The design of that prototype is illustrated in the Fig. 4. The
prototype is based on Ethernet interface boards. These boards,
which are inserted into computers, convert a packet of
368-12000 b into a frame. A frame is the original packet
preceded by a header and followed by a trailer. The header starts
with a preamble and contains the addresses of the source and the
destination computers and some control information. The preamble is used to synchronize the receiver. The trailer consists of
error detection bits. The frame is then encoded by the Ethemet
interface board into a Manchester code. The Manchester encoding of the bit 1 takes the value 0 during 50 ns (i.e., 50 x
s)~followedby the value V for the same duration, where Y is a
fixed voltage value. Similarly, the Manchester encoding of the
bit 0 takes the value Y for 50 ns followed by the value 0 for the
same duration. The bits follow one another every 100 ns, i.e., at
the rate of 10 Mb/s. The Manchester encoding makes one
transition during each bit transmission epoch. These transitions
are used by the receiver to synchronize itself onto the received
signal. In an Ethernet network, the Manchester-encoded frames
are sent over a coaxial cable. In our prototype, the frames are
sent to an electronic circuit, which turns an LED on whenever
the Manchester signal takes the value V and turns it off when the
signal takes the value 0. The frames are reproduced by an
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vehicle to include an indication of the delay it introduces in the
propagation of the information. This can be done by using a
special counter in the packet. This counter would indicate the
number of packet transmission times during which the repeated
information has been stored in vehicles. This counter could be
incremented by each vehicle. For instance, if R i reaches vehicle
i with a counter value of 5 , then vehicle i will transmit it the
first time with the value 6, the second time with the value 7, and
so on. This delay information can be used by vehicles to
determine whether the transmission system is working properly.
If delays become excessive, then the vehicles could modify their
control actions accordingly.

vehicle #i

Fig. 5. Communicationwithin a platoon.

electronic circuit attached to the p-i-n diode at the receiver (see
Fig. 4).
The prototype transmits packets at 10 Mb/s. A number of
issues remain to be investigated experimentally. At the time of
this writing, the prototype is excessively sensitive to the alignment of the transmitter and receiver. We hope to be able to
resolve this critical weakness by a better selection of lenses and
of the optical detector. A calculation of the light power budget C. Longitudinal Control of a Platoon of Vehicles
reveals that the approach should be feasible with available
The subject of design and analysis of vehicle longitudinal
components. Another issue is the effect of environmental condi- control laws was studied extensively from the late 1960’s until
tions such as rain and fog on the packet error rate. We have the mid-1970’s. Various control laws for longitudinal control of
selected a large transmission rate so that the system could cope vehicles [3], [6]- [121 have been proposed. This section presents
with a large error rate. It remains to verify if that modest target a longitudinal control law for such platoons, where full advancan be achieved.
tage is taken of recent advances in communication and measure4) Transmission Protocol: The previous section has identi- ment. In particular, we assume that for i = 1,2, * * * vehicle i
fied a possible technology for the transmission of bits between knows at all times uI and al (the velocity and acceleration of the
vehicles. This communication link can be viewed as an unreli- lead vehicle) in addition to the distance between vehicle i - 1
able “bit pipe.” We will explain how we intend to use this link and vehicle i (see Fig. 6).
to provide the required information to the vehicle control sysFor the first vehicle the control law is chosen to be
tems.
Fig. 5 illustrates a car in a platoon and shows a typical packet c1 := cPlA l ( t ) cV1A , ( t )
that it receives and one that it transmits. The figure shows the
information being passed from vehicle i to vehicle i 1 in the
+ ca1 A l ( t ) + kvl U / ( t ) + koladt) (1)
platoon. This information consists of two parts identified as R i
the control law is chosen to be
and
for
vehicles
2,3,
and Li. The information R i is repeated by vehicle i. This
information was already contained in the packet received by ci := Cpi Ai( t ) Cui Ai( t ) cat A,( t )
vehicle i from vehicle i - 1. For instance, this information
contains the speed and acceleration of the first vehicle in the
platoon. It may also contain some information about a vehicle
that precedes vehicle i , or some general navigation information. where cpi, cui,cat, kvi,and kai are design constants and the A i
The information Li is generated locally by vehicle i . Typically, are defined on Fig. 6. Note that the control law for the first
Li indicates the speed and acceleration of vehicle i , but it may vehicle differs from the control law for all the other vehicles in
also contain some additional information such as the intention of the two rightmost terms in (1).
The control law (2) differs from previous control laws in the
that vehicle of leaving the platoon, or a warning of that vehicle’s
literature in that it uses ar in the ith vehicle’s control law.
failure should a failure occur.
We are exploring a store-and-forward protocol. In this Shladover used uI [9] and Ai [3] in the ith vehicle’s control law.
These control laws require that uI and aI be transmitted to all
protocol, vehicle i receives packets from vehicle i - 1. Each
such packet is checked for errors. At any given time, vehicle i the vehicles within the platoon. In addition, sensors on each
keeps a copy of the last correct packet that it received from vehicle, say i , measure A i . Communication speed and processvehicle i - 1. The information R is extracted from that packet ing of the measured data should be fast compared to the time
and the locally generated information Li is added to R i . The constants of the vehicle dynamics, as explained in Section
newly formed packet [ R,,Li] is then transmitted to vehicle II-B- 1.
Notation: In the sequel we will adopt the following notai 1. The transmissions take place back-to-back, at the maximum rate. The analysis of Section 11-B-2, which yielded the tions: for i = l , 2, * *
formula for P k ) applies to this protocol and can be used to
Cui
c*i
CPi
determine the distribution of the delay faced by the information
Cpin := - , Cuin := - , Cain := as it progresses down the platoon. It may be advisable for each
mi
mi
mi

+

+

-

+

+

+

-
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k urn
. :=-kui
mi
Kdi

9

k am
. :=-kai
mi
Kdi

2

dOi := -uo, d,i := -U0
mi
mi
where m , is the mass of vehicle i
9

~ ( s )= r s 3 t (1 t r d l

w , ( t ) : = U,(t) - uo.

Thus w ldenotes the increment of velocity of the lead vehicle
from its steady-state value. We assume that for all t < 0, the
platoon is in steady-state: all vehicles moving at velocity uo.
Applying the proposed linear control laws to a platoon of
identical vehicles, one notes the following simplifications:
The control law is the same for vehicles 2,3, * * hence, we
choose to drop the subscript i from the constant coefficients in
the ith vehicle’s control law (2) for i = 2,3,
. Similarly,
we write d , := d l l , and 7 := 7, for i = 1,2,
where 7 is
the time constant of the first-order lag used to approximate
vehicle propulsion dynamics for purposes of control law design.
From (l), (2), and using the simplified notation we obtain

-

---

KA,w,(s) =

7s3

=

,24

f
a

A

1
.iz -

-

,89

1-

7s2 + ( 1 + 7dl - k a l n ) s+ d , - k u l n
+ (1 + 7dl + C & J S + ( d , + C“& + C p l n

(4)

and for i
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the control law for a platoon of identical vehicles.
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3,4,

cans*+ cuns+ C p n

’(‘):=

jZAiAi-l(S)

= 7s3

+ (1 + ~ d+, c, + ka,)s2 + ( d , + c,, + k U n ) s+ cPn.

Note that we can select all the zeros and all the poles of AA,,,,
by choosing the design parameters cain, cUlnrcpln,kaln,and
kvln.Similarly, we can select the poles of d ( s ) by choosing the
appropriate design parameters (can k,,), (cun k,,), and
cpnand the zeros by choosing c,, and tun. It is crucial to note
that the selection of zeros and poles of these transfer functions are independent of one another.
We consider the block diagram in Fig. 7 for analyzing the
platoon. The main design objectives for the longitudinal control
law follow.

+

+

1) Since the perturbations in Ai due to changes (w,)in the
lead vehicle’s velocity from its steady-state value should
not get magnified from one vehicle to the next as one goes
down the platoon, we require that I d ( j w ) I 5 1 for all
w > 0 and w + I &a) I to be a strictly decreasing function of a.
2) Since the inverse Laplace transform of [d(s)l2 is the
convolution of the impulse response of d(s) with itself
(i.e., ( g * g)( t ) ) , to avoid oscillatory behavior down the
platoon it is desirable to have g ( t ) > 0 for all t .
To examine the behavior of a platoon of identical vehicles
under the proposed control law, simulations for platoons consisting of 4, 11, and 16 vehicles were run using the System Build
software package within MATRIXx. In all the simulations conducted, all the vehicles were assumed to be initially traveling at
the steady-state velocity of uo = 17.9 m/s (i.e., 40 mi/h).
Beginning at time t = 0 s, the lead vehicle’s velocity was
increased from its steady-state value of 17.9 m/s until it reached
its final value of 32.0 m/s (i.e., 72 mi/h). During the initial and

final two seconds, the increment in the lead vehicle’s velocity
varied quadratically as a function of time corresponding to a
maximum jerk of 3.0 m/s3; in between the initial and final two
seconds, the increment in the lead vehicle’s velocity varied
linearly as a function of time corresponding to a peak acceleration of 5.0 m/s2. The time for reaching the final steady-state
velocity was about 5.0 s. This is clearly a very severe maneuver,
significantly more severe than one could use in an operational
system, but useful to illustrate the capabilities of the proposed
control law.
,The following transfer functions were chosen for the simulation:

+ 0.606s + 0.01
K A 1 w ‘ ( s ) = 0.2(s + 4)(s + 5)(s + 6 )
s2 + 9.8s + 24
’(‘) = 0.2(s + 4)(s + 5)(s + 6 ) .
0.2s2

(6)

(7)

Fig. 8 illustrates the resulting A , , A 2 , A3, and AISwith the
above choices of transfer functions.
Simulation results show that the deviations of the vehicles
from their pre-assigned positions do not exceed 0.22 m (i.e.,
2/3 of a foot) and decrease to values which are less than 2 cm.
Such deviations decrease in magnitude from the second vehicle
to the fifteenth vehicle in the platoon and exhibit no oscillatory
behavior.
Further simulation studies were conducted to check the effects
of delays of 20 ms in communicating the lead-vehicle-velocity
(U,) and acceleration ( a , ) to all the other vehicles in the platoon
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and of noisy measurement of A,. Simulation results for a platoon
of ten vehicles show that the deviations in positions of all the
vehicles from their respective preassigned positions are less than
0.29 m and decrease to values less than 2 cm. Note that the peak
deviations decrease from the second vehicle to the tenth vehicle
in the platoon and do not exhibit oscillatory behavior. This
provides encouragement regarding the asymptotic stability of a
platoon of arbitrary length.
We have shown that through the appropriate choice of design
parameters, deviations in the successive vehicle spacings do not
get magnified from the front to the back of a platoon of identical
vehicles as a result of the lead vehicle’s acceleration from its
initial steady-state velocity ( u o ) to its final steady-state velocity.
Furthermore, the deviations in the successive vehicle spacings
do not exhibit any oscillatory time-behavior and the magnitude
of such deviations is well within one foot for a platoon of 16
vehicles.
In case the platoon consists of nonidentical vehicles, the
displacement A, is affected not only by A,-], (as in the case
above), but also to a small extent by A, -2 ,
,A,. Recent work
indicates that control laws inspired by (6) and (7) can be
designed for a simple nonlinear vehicle model such that this
interaction is eliminated [131.
D . Planned Experimental Veri3cation

will be incorporated. Communication between vehicles will initially be implemented using a radio system, prior to the availability of the infrared system described in Section II-B-3.
The test program begins with simple acceleration and deceleration tests to verify the longitudinal dynamics model of Section
II-A. It continues with static characterizationsof the radar sensor
system performance under carefully controlled conditions, followed by basic vehicle following experiments with one automatically controlled vehicle following a manually driven vehicle.
The culmination of the testing will be the operation of a platoon
of four to six vehicles following a manually driven leader. Each
vehicle in the test program will have a driver on board to
provide steering control and to take over longitudinal control if
necessary.
The ultimate outcome of the testing is expected to be an
assessment of the feasibility of close-formation platoon operations and the development of performance specifications for the
next generation of systems that will be needed.

III. LATERAL
CONTROL
The PATH lateral control work is focused on the concept of
cooperation between the vehicle and the roadway, with an
intelligent vehicle receiving much of the information it needs
from special elements installed in the roadway. This means that
a lateral position reference is assumed to be installed in the road
surface, and this reference is also expected to supply the vehicle
with preview information about upcoming road geometry
changes. This approach is thought to be considerably simpler
and less expensive than the fully autonomous vehicle concept
which relies on a vision system to “see” the existing lane edge
striping.
The design of vehicle lateral controllers can be approached in
two fundamentally different ways. The first is based on trying to
reproduce human driver behavior [14], [15], and the second is
based on application of control theory to vehicle dynamic models
[161- [191. We have adopted the latter approach.

The modeling, design, and analysis of the vehicle-follower
control system described in the previous sections will be verified
in a program of full-scale testing that has been initiated recently.
The analyses and simulations have progressed as far as they can
without benefit of such verification, which will be necessary to
demonstrate that we can in fact accomplish what our models
indicate.
The experimental program is being conducted on an eight-mile
section of high-occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes in the median of
Interstate 15 to the north of San Diego. This HOV facility
contains two twelve-foot lanes, with ten-foot shoulders on both
sides, separated from the rest of 1-15 by full Jersey barriers.
These lanes are available for use by buses, vanpools and car- A. Vehicle Lateral Dynamics Models
Two dynamic models have been developed for the design and
pools during the morning and afternoon rush hours, but are
closed to the public for the rest of the day. Our experiments will analysis of the vehicle lateral controller. A six degree of freebe conducted when the facility is closed to the general public in dom nonlinear model (complex model), is for representing the
order to ensure safety, and the air-bag-equipped vehicles will be vehicle dynamics as realistically as possible, and a linearized
driven by highly trained test drivers.
model (simplifiedmodel) retains only the lateral and yaw dynamThe experimental program is built around the use of a Doppler ics. The former is utilized in the simulation study for evaluating
radar system developed by the Radar Control Systems Corpora- the controller, and the latter in the design of the controller.
tion (RCS) of San Diego as an automotive collision warning
Complex Model: Fig. 9 shows the scope of the complex
device. The RCS radar provides measurements of the velocity vehicle model. This model has the same level of complexity as
difference between a vehicle and its predecessor and of the the one developed by Lugner [20]. Vehicle body motion is
spacing between the vehicles. Each vehicle is equipped with described by 12 state variables: two each for the longitudinal,
32-pole counters on the nondriven axles to provide accurate lateral, vertical, roll, pitch and yaw degrees of freedom. The
measurements of the vehicle’s own velocity. Acceleration is angular velocities of the four tires are additional state variables.
being estimated by differentiation of the velocity signals for the The input variables are the steering angle of each tire and
initial round of testing, but if this is found to be excessively traction forces, F, and Fy, acting on each tire. The traction
noisy the vehicles will be equipped with accelerometers. The forces are determined by a tire model which takes into considerdevelopers of the radar system expect it to produce accurate ation both the tire slip angle and slip ratio [21].
spacing (distance) measurements at spacings of the order of 10
Simplified Model: The simplified model retains the lateral
m or more, but its shorter range performance is not yet assured. and yaw motions and is based on the following equations:
Therefore, even though we would hope to demonstrate vehiclefollowing performance at spacings of the order of 1 m to
= 2 ( C , + F x ) 6 - 4CsY
4CS(€- E d )
represent platoon operations, the minimum effective range in the
V
test program is likely to be larger than that. Alternate sensing
2 C S i ( I 2- I , )
systems suitable for use at the shorter ranges are being evalu+ Fdishrrb
V
ated, and if one is available before the end of the test program it

+

+
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the complex vehicle model.
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(9)
where y is the lateral distance between the vehicle mass center
and the center line of the road, E is the yaw angle of the vehicle
body, E . is the desired yaw angle set by the road curvature, V is
the longitudinal velocity, p is the radius of curvature of the
road, and Fdisblrb
and Tdshlrb
are the disturbance force and torque
respectively. I , and I , are as defined in Fig. 9, m is the vehicle
mass, Z, is the moment of inertia about the vertical axis, and C,
is the cornering stiffness of the tires. F, is the traction force
from the traction (front) tires and is computed from:
F, = K , V Z

+ f,mg

(10)

where K , is the wind drag coefficient and f, is the rolling
resistance coefficient of the tires.
Assuming that the location of the on-board sensor is as shown
in Fig. 10, its output is expressed as

YAt)

=Y

O ) + d(+) -

(11)

where d is the distance between the mass center and the
on-board sensor. This measurement will be available intermittently from a discrete magnetic marker reference, but it could be
provided continuously from an underground guidance wire reference if such a reference system were to be employed.

B

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the simplified vehicle model.

The vehicle dynamics depend on the cornering stiffness, load
and longitudinal velocity. We consider the nominal values and
ranges for these parameters as summarized in Table 11.
From (8), (9), and ( l l ) , the transfer function from the front
wheel steering angle to the sensor output can be obtained. As
shown in the frequency response plots of this transfer function
(Fig. tl), the cornering stiffness and longitudinal velocity have
more dominant effectson the lateral dynamics than the load.
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Fig. 11. (a) Bode plot of vehicle transfer function model variations due to
tire cornering stiffness. (b) Bode plot of vehicle transfer function model
variations due to velocity. (c) Bode plot of vehicle transfer function model
variations due to mass and moment of inertia.

B. Magnetic Reference and Sensor System

TABLE II
SYSTEMPARAMETERS
OF THE SIMPLIFIED
MODEL
Parameter
Mass &@
Moment of hema &g-m*)
Comering Stiffness (N/rad)
LongitudinalVelocity (mi/h)

""LmLlth (m!

Magnctlc Sensor Posihon (m)

Symbol NominalValue
m

I,

I,

C,
V
I2

d

(*)Relative to the nominal value.

1550
3100
42000
70
1.15 1.51
1

Min

Max

0.85(*) 1.15(*)
0.85(*) 1.15(*)
0.2(*) 2.0(*)
25
85

-

-

An assessment of vehicle lateral control technologies has
revealed [22] that the sensing/reference system for automated
vehicle lateral control should possess the anticipatory capability
for acquiring information on both the vehicle state (e.g., the
vehicle lateral deviation and yaw) and preview information on
upcoming road geometry in order to enable the lateral control
system to smoothly and accurately guide the vehicle along
curved roads, particularly at high speeds. In light of this, an
intelligent sensing/reference system should be applied. PATH
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Efforts have been conducted to mathematically describe the
M-field using the theory of magnetic fields, representing the
M-field by its three components, B,, B y , and B,, written as
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Fig. 12. System configuration.
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where B, and By are oriented tangent to and normal to the road
center line respectively, while B, is perpendicular to the road
surface. Analysis has been focusing on the M-field at x = 0,
where only two nonzero components exist, defined as the horizontal component Bh(y, z) = By(O, y , z) and vertical compothen the M-field
nent B,(y, z) = B,(O, y , z). Let s = B I =,,strength at x = 0 is

studies indicate that approaches that might be used to acquire
this information include 1) a “smart” vehicle-borne sensing
system which would objectively “perceive” the road geometry
and the vehicle state information-a direct (video) sensing approach, 2) a system which would utilize an “intelligent” reference system capable of conveying some of the aforementioned
information to the vehicle-a coding and sensing approach, or 3) and (15) can be rewritten as
a combination of the above two schemes. We have decided that
the coding and sensing approach ((2) above) has potential advantages and appears feasible for practical application on today’s Fig. 13 gives both the test data and the analytical predictions of
roads. Fig. 12 illustrates the configuration of a system using this the magnetic field components. It was found that the analysis
technique.
result has slight deviations from the test data. These deviations
After a review of existing lateral control technologies, PATH would cause errors if the vehicle position processing were
has proposed to study an Intelligent Roadway Reference System dependent on (17). Furthermore, a study has shown that major
(IRRS) using discrete magnetic markers. The concept incorpo- simplifications should be introduced to derive a relationship
rates the installation of very inexpensive permanent magnet between y and s, where y is specified not to relate to the height
markers in the center of the traffic lane. By alternating the of the sensor, but the simplification could result in significant
polarity of the magnets, preview road information will be en- errors.
coded. The permanent magnets offer the great advantage of
In order to derive (18), the properties of an input-output
being completely passive, which e l i t e s concerns about po- relationship of the function f are analyzed. A functional notatential failures and greatly reduces maintenance requirements as tion using set theory to specify f has been developed. Instead of
well. The vehicle-borne sensing system acquires the pertinent investigating the function between the signal and vehicle’s deviainformation while passing over these markers, thus determining tion, this approach consists of a group of signal subsets which
the vehicle deviation and road geometry that lies ahead. The correspond to the digitized vehicle deviations { r i } .When a
lateral deviation measurements will allow the on-vehicle con- signal is acquired, the algorithm finds the subset to which it
troller to give feedback commands in order to steer the vehicle belongs and thereby identifies the vehicle’s deviation, thus the
back to the lane center, while the road geometry information problem can be limited to the signal domain [23].
will enable the controller to anticipate curvature changes. PATH
The definition of the signal subsets can be obtained from
experiments on the steering control of a scale model vehicle empirical data. Fig. 14 illustrates measurements of the two
have shown that the anticipatory information is extremely impor- magnetic field components measured at various vehicle deviatant for a lateral control system using a discrete reference tions and sensor heights. The regression of experimental data
system.
indicates that the relationship between B, and B, measured at a
In the PATH studies on the IRRS, techniques for lateral fixed vehicle deviation but at different heights has very good
position sensing and processing have been researched intensively linearity. Therefore, a group of “deviation curves” { s i } (shown
and approaches for road geometry information transmission and in Fig. 14) can be defined. The algorithm based on this approach
acquisition have been conceptually developed.
consists of a set of rules { f i } and a lookup table, which covers
1) Information Processing f o r Vehicle Lateral Position the complete sensing range. The rule f i is written as:
Measurements: Magnetic sensing for lateral position measurements faces several interference problems, including: the overf i : when B, = B,i,
if i,i+l
< B, C kUi
lapping with the e d ’ s magnetic field, high frequency magnetic
thenyi+l < y < y i
(i+ 1,2;.-,n).
(19)
noise generated by the vehicle’s electrical system, and spontaneous vertical movements of the vehicle. The problem with the By applying these rules, the algorithm locates the vehicle’s
earth’s field can be overcome by measuring the magnetic field of deviation range. A more detailed estimate can be obtained by
the markers (defined as the M-field) relative to the magnitude of interpolation.
the earth’s field. The vehicle magnetic noise can be reduced
In field tests, a series of 2.5-cm diameter and 10-cm long
through a filtering process which incorporates a low-pass filter. ceramic magnetic bars were installed vertically in the center of
Analysis shows that the vehicle vertical movements present the the test track. Each magnetic bar provides a 25-cm radius
most critical issue. Studies have been conducted to develop an M-field (measured at 12 cm above the road surface). Both
algorithm to overcome this problem.
simulations and full-scale tests demonstrated that the algorithm is
Lateral position measurements, y , using the M-field can be able to reliably read the vehicle deviation independent of varia-
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tions in the sensor height. The accuracy of the reading is
adequate, and the speed of the data processing is extremely fast,
such that no problems were encountered in tests at speeds up to
135 km/h (85 mi/h). Fig. 15 illustrates a test result using the
above described algorithm. In the figure, (a) shows both the
vertical and horizontal components acquired by the sensor from
the test track, and (b) gives the vehicle lateral deviation information calculated using (19).
2) Road Geometric Information Transmission and Acquisition: The lateral control in an anticipatory mode requires road

T

geometric information, which mainly refers to characteristics of
the curvature, such as radius, length, turn direction and superelevation of a curve, and the distance between the vehicle and the
starting point of the curve. By applying this information, the
lateral controller is able to generate steering motions to follow
the desired path.
The road information can be coded in a binary system which
incorporates a series of magnetic markers. The sensing system
collects road information whlie acquiring the lateral position
data. This information is preceded by a series of header codes

I25
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and is followed by check (or correction) codes. The header
codes notify the lateral controller to begin gathering the road
information, while the check (correct) code controls the reliability of the information. The length of road required to transmit
the information is determined by the distance between the markers and is relative to the accuracy required for the road information. Initial studies indicate that IRRS using magnetic markers
possesses the capability of transmitting the road information
needed to characterize highway curves with redundancy. As a
case example,.for the curve at station 200 (radius 1097 m, length
709 m) on Interstate 280 in San Francisco, approximately 50 b
of binary code are required (radius 11 b, length 10 b, header and
correction code 25 b) to transmit the basic curve information. If
the spacing between markers is 1 m,50 m are needed to transmit
this curve information. This implies that the vehicle is able to
acquire this message in 2 s at 90 km/h speed. A more efficient
coding scheme than the integer scheme illustrated here could
reduce the number of bits needed.
Further in-depth studies will be conducted to thoroughly
investigate the road curvatures in order to define a unique format
for representing effectively all types of road information. These
studies will also attempt to design the information coding and

T I -

decoding protocol which would provide adequate efficiency and
reliability,
3) Concluding Comments on Reference and Sensor System: A practical algorithm for deriving vehicle lateral position
measurements from the magnetic fields of buried permanent
magnets has been developed and tested. The approaches for
preview road information transmission are currently under investigation. Experiments were conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the IRRS, showing that environmental conditions
(e.g., water, ice, snow, etc.) have minimal interference on the
system. In addition to the application for vehicle lateral control,
the system appears to have the potential for transmission of
useful information pertaining to other IVHS functions (e.g., to
provide precise location information for a navigation system,
etc.).

C.Lateral Control Law Development
I ) Feedback Controller: The objective of the lateral controller is to keep the tracking error small while maintaining good
ride quality. Ride quality can be quantified in terms of the
vehicle lateral acceleration. Therefore, a primary design consideration is the trade-off between the tracking error and lateral
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acceleration. It should be noted that requirements for tracking
error and acceleration are not uniform over the entire frequency
range. Based on these observations, a promising design tool for
the lateral controller is the frequency shaped linear quadratic
(FSLQ) optimal control approach [U],1251. Namely, we look
for the optimal front wheel steering input in (8) and (9) that
minimizes

The frequency shaped cost functional (20) can be expressed as

J=

Len[

!
2

+ z ; ( t ) + zg(f) + z ; ( t ) + a 2 ( t ) ] dt

z:(y)

(21)
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where the first term in the performance index represents the ride
quality, the second, third, and fourth terms are related to the
tracking error, and the fifth term to the steering input. a ( t ) in
the first term denotes ji( t ) , which can be obtained from (8). The
frequency dependent weightings Q A j w ) , Q y ( j w ) , Q e ( j w ) and
Q i ( j w ) are as illustrated in Fig. 16. The weighting Q A j w ) is
motivated by ISO,UTACV and rms specifications for the ride
quality (e.g. [26]).Q , ( j w ) and Q e ( j w ) are motivated to emphasize the tracking error at low frequencies for performance and to
deemphasize at high frequencies for robustness. Q ; ( j o ) introduce integral action in the controller to reduce the tracking error
in curved sections.

z,(t) satisfy the following:

t ) = qiYs( t ) *

+ 24 ( ~ ( t )- E d ( ? ) )
A,

(24)
(25)

Equations (8), (9),(22)-(25)define a standard linear quadratic
(LQ) optimal control problem and the solution technique is
established. The optimal steering angle bop(?) is given in terms
of linear feedback control of y, y , e - ed, i - id, zl, z2, z3
and 24. In implementation, they must be calculated or estimated
from the outputs of on-board sensors such as magnetometers,
yaw rate sensors, and accelerometers. The sensor and estimator
problems as well as problems resulting from the intermittent
nature of the magnetic marker scheme are under investigation.
The sensor problem is related to identification of the cornering
stiffness described below also.
2) Feedforward Controller: If the radius of curvature p is
given, the corresponding steady-state steering angle is

Equation (26) can be utilized as a feedforward control law if
curvature information is available. A more sophisticated usage
of curvature information is possible if it is given as preview
information [27]. Preview allows reduction of the tracking error
in curves without increasing the feedback control gain. Increas-
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ing feedback control gains to obtain accurate curve tracking at
high speeds (or with substantial lateral [centrifugal] force) could
introduce problems with ride quality or stability.
Estimation of the Cornering Stzflness: As pointed out in
Section III-A, the vehicle lateral dynamics strongly depends on
the cornering stiffness C, and the longitudinal velocity V . This
indicates the need to schedule the FSLQ control gains as functions of the cornering stiffness and longitudinal velocity. While
the velocity measurement from the speedometer is adequate for
this purpose, the cornering stiffness must be estimated. The
estimation scheme proposed in this paper is based on (8).

with the following relation utilized:

If all signals jja, ya, E and C are measured or estimated, C, can
be estimated by the least squares algorithm (e.g., 1281) to
minimize
k

J,(k)

K k - i [ a m ( i )- C , ( k ) b m ( i ) 1 2

=

(29)

i= 1

where

K

(0 < K < 1) is the forgetting factor, and
a , ( i ) = mjja(i)

are obtained froF signals measured at the kth sampling instant.
The estimation C,(k) is computed from
r

1

t - 1

L

i=l

J

4) Numerical Simulation: Fig. 17 shows the response of the
overall controller consisting of the FSLQ feedback controller,
the feedforward controller based on the curvature of road and
the estimator for the cornering stiffness for the sample roadway
illustrated in Fig. 18. Notice that the response is smooth, and the
maximum error is within the sensor range. Simulations were
repeated to confirm performance robustness of the overall system under a wide range of driving conditions such as a sudden
wind gust, uneven tire pressures, and icy spots on the roadway.
Simulation results showed acceptable performance for these
off-nominal conditions [29].

D. Planned Experimental Veripcation
As is the case with the longitudinal control development work,
we have advanced to the stage where we need experimental
verification of the analyses and designs that have been developed
thus far. We need to verify that the vehicle lateral dynamics are
adequately represented by the two models we are using for
control design and for simulation of control responses. We also
need to verify that the control system works as modeled and
simulated when it is operating in the presence of real-world
noise, external forces, and imperfections in the placement of the
reference markers and the road/tire coefficient of friction.
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The experimental program begins with use of a scale-model
automobile following reference magnets taped to the floor of an
indoor conference room. This initial test vehicle is about 1-m
long, 0.5-m wide, and weighs about 50 kg [30]. It is propelled
by separate electric motors on each of its four wheels, each of
which is steered by a separate motor. This makes the vehicle
useful for experiments involving four-wheel steering as well as
the more conventional two-wheel steering. The speed of the
vehicle is controlled by a radio remote control unit, while its
steering is controlled using the control logic developed here. Its
on-board data acquisition system records the test results for
subsequent reduction and analysis.
The second stage of the experimental program involves the
use of a full-scale automobile which has been equipped with an
electrically driven series servo steering control system. The
reference information supplied by the magnetic markers buried
beneath the surface of a roadway test section at the Richmond
Field Station of the University of California at Berkeley is used
to produce the control commands to the series servo. The driver
of the test vehicle retains control by use of the steering wheel in
the event the automatic system malfunctions in the tests. Subsequent tests at higher speeds are expected to be conducted on
other facilities where additional space makes the higher speeds
feasible.
The experimental programs are expected to indicate how
feasible the magnetic reference/sensor system is for lateral
control and to show what performance improvements are possible with use of feedforward information about road geometry
changes. Alternate reference/sensor systems are being studied in
the PATH program to serve as backups for the magnetic system
if it is found to have significant limitations in practice. The
principal outcome of the testing is expected to be a determination
of the feasibility of providing accurate lateral control using
discrete, passive markers as the references.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper is clearly a report on work in progress, rather than
a final report on results of a completed program. The PATH
program has devoted its initial years to consolidating prior
knowledge in the field of automatic vehicle control and developing the analytical basis for moving forward with new developments. It is now entering the stage of testing its concepts to learn
how well they work and to enhance those concepts with the
benefit of test experience.
The technologies of automatic vehicle control are sufficiently
challenging that we expect numerous iterations of design and
testing to follow from the work we have initiated before the
AVC systems are in the possession of everyday drivers. These
iterations will involve the work of many professionals in both
the public and private sectors, most of whom will not be
university researchers. Many labor years of effort will be required to refine system designs, and especially to incorporate the
needed safety and reliability capabilities. Substantial test facilities will also have to be developed to facilitate thorough testing
of the systems at full scale before they are exposed to use by the
general public. In the absence of such facilities, progress on
these technologies will soon stall because we will have reached
the limits of what we can learn using the presently available
facilities.
Considering that the initial exploratory research on vehicle
lateral and longitudinal control was conducted (and reported)
more than 30 years ago, progress since then has been agonizingly slow. Despite periods of activity in these fields in the
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1960’s and 1970’s, the total investment of resources was really
quite modest. Now that the underlying technological base in
computers, sensors, control theory and communications has
advanced through many generations of progress and order of
magnitude improvements in performance and cost effectiveness,
the time should at long last be ripe for significant progress in
automatic vehicle control.
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